
Ages 3-6 and 5-8 

Audience Pre- and beginning readers in preschool, kindergarten, and primary grades 

Panel Layout Simple, with a single or a few panels per page 

Format Similar to Easy Readers  

Art Clear, simple lines, not too detailed, easy for young eyes to follow 

Language Simple, few words per word balloon. Some are almost wordless  

Characters Main characters are children or child-like creatures 

Content Often reflects what younger children experience (e.g., sibling rivalry, 
intricacies of dressing oneself, and dealing with playmates)  

  
Ages 7-10 and 8-12 

Audience Elementary to younger middle school age  

Panel Layout Simplified panel layouts  

Format Range from picture books to regular comic books 

Art Black and white or full color 

Language Simplified word balloons, not too difficult 

Characters Many use licensed characters from television or motion pictures, especially 
cartoon characters  

Content (7-10) Story intensity and action or violence should not be too scary, the level of a 
G-rated movie  

Content (8-12) Stories may be very action-oriented; or include emotionally intense moments 
Violence is still fairly minimal with no on-panel gore 

  
  
Ages 10-14  

Audience Older elementary school and middle school age readers 

Panel Layout More sophisticated panel arrangements 

Format Can be comic book, manga, or hybrid prose/comics 

Art More sophisticated 

Language 
Some include a few “bad” words and situations some libraries and 
schools might find problematic in a children’s department or elementary 
school 

Characters Main characters tend to be older, usually teenagers 



Content May include more action and violence, level similar to a Star Wars 
movie; scare factor similar to a Harry Potter movie  

Humor Some, particularly the manga titles, may be on the slightly naughty and 
gross side, with mild potty humor 

  
Ages 12-19 and 14-19 

Audience Older middle school and high school age readers 

Panel Layout Some panel layouts may include double-page spreads and other more 
sophisticated arrangements. 

Format Mostly comic book and manga formats, with occasional picture book 
style formats, hardcover and paperback 

Art Art will range from black and white to color, more highly detailed 

Language Minimal questionable language 

Characters Superhero comics  

Content 
Kidsafe selections for these age ranges contain minimal 
language/violence/sexual content  
Action/violence level similar to a PG-13 movie  

Humor Some humor may depend on sexual innuendo 

Nudity Some, particularly the manga titles, might have some nonsexual, partial 
nudity, or sexual content;  nothing graphically portrayed  

Violence Minimal, some blood, but not excessive gore 
  
Ages 16-19 and Adult 

Audience Older teens and adult readers 

Panel Layout Arrangements could change from page to page, from vertical layouts to 
full- or double-page spreads, splash pages, etc. 

Format Comic book and manga formats, paperback and hardcover 

Art Art may be highly detailed or very idiosyncratic, black and white or color 

Language Stronger questionable language similar to R-rated movies  

Characters Superhero titles with more violent action  

Content Some deal with topics of greater interest for adult readers, family 
difficulties, or the daily minutiae of life  

Humor Humor can range from silly to darker, sarcastic, satirical 

Nudity More nudity and sexual content 



Violence Stronger violence, including gory violence and intense horror similar to 
R-rated movies  
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